C.U. Book Talk

PARTAN DAILY

Prof. Philip Blair oil! rei,tew Robert
Ayres’ "Techre1101,1(111 Forecasting
and Long ILinge Planuing" at today’s
12:50 p.m. book talk In the College
Union U
hum Room. Blair, nho
ham been teaching meehanleal engineering at s.11s ,arleC 1937, called the
book "the ta-sI 411Igle 11111110e for the
layTnall on forecasting md planning."
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Free Film Today
"Last Year At Marienbad," the ’lath
of the (’laic Slim Series, will be
presented today at 3:30 anti 7 p.m.
in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The
film is free to the college community
only. The series Is sponsored by the
College Union Program Board, Associated students and the AudioVisual Center.
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New Shift in Rutherford Case
By C’RAIG TURNER
Daily Assistant Editor
Still another new element was introduced into the case of fired psychology
professor Dr. Eldred E. Rutherford
yesterday, leaving the possibility that
his case may be returned to the psychology department retention committee.
Dr. C. Mansel Keene, assistant chancellor for faculty and staff affairs, told
a grievance committee yesterday that
the chancellor had fired Dr. Rutherford
because his alleged pm-strike absences
from class were not considered by the
department, school, or college retention
committees.
The meeting was then recessed for
one week.
liF.ENE’S CONTENTION

photo by Don Ph,lby
"HERE THEY COME"But when/ Student demonstrators protesting the ROTC on campus fall into formation in anticipation of the ROTC’s march to the drill
field yesterday. The group of 50 protesters trained for

about one hour before they learned that the ROTC
employing its own military strategy, decided to train
of South Campus. For additional photo coverage see
page 3.

Evasive Maneuver

Victory for Anti-ROTC Protesters?
By JOHN McCASEY
and GARY PIERCE
Daily Staff Writers
An Army ROTC battalion played a
game of military strategy yesterday
and managed to out-maneuver a group
of anti-ROTC demonstrators.
Armed with water baloons and cap
pistols, about 50 protesters were on
Seventh Street at 12:30 p.m., waiting
for the chance to "attack" the marching cadets.
The opportunity never presented
itself.
The ROTC battalion, attempting to

prevent any incident, took a bus ride
to South Campus to hold its drills.
The mock battle was planned in
conjunction with "anti-war" week,
which is now in progress. Demonstrators spent several hours practicing
"combat" techniques on Seventh Street
Friday and Sunday afternoons.
Col. Jack K. Tuthia, assistant professor of military science, said Monday
that the cadets would be marching
across the campus as usual.
However, ROTC leaders surveyed
the situation yesterday and decided
that it would be in the best interest of

Judiciary Won’t Consider
Council Reapportionment
By FRANK FERTADO
Daily Staff Writer
The Associated Students (A.S.) Judiciary Monday failed to reapportion
Student Council membership for the
upcoming election.
Deliberations were also completed on
a pretrial hearing to determine whether disruptions actually occurred on
Dec. 4 and 5 of last year. These were
the two days of student demonstrations
against on-campus job recruiting.
In the reapportionment action, Judiciary released their decision after a
brief closed session to discuss the
matter.
Frank Haber, associate justice, made
the motion which passed unanimously.
It read, "Reapportionment of the A.S.
Council will not be done at this time.
As such action would be unconstitutional and in view of the fact that
existing data shows that there would
be no change from the present apportionment. It is considered that the
present apportionment of four lower
division, 11 upper division and five
graduate division seats are constitutional and constitutionally based."
The A.S. Constitution calls for the
Judiciary to reapportion Student Council each year. However, Chief Justice
Roger Olsen pointed out that the constitution states the reapportionment
should be made in November not in
April.
A motion introduced by Reggie Toren, associate justice, was passed. In
effect, it states that fall and spring
enrollment figures will be averaged
when reapportionment of Council takes
place in November.
Other action saw Judiciary vote 6-1-0
to grant the Judicial referral agents
permission to present evidence in a
pre-trial hearing. The evidence was
presented to establish that a disruption
occurred during demonstrations against
job recruiting in the College Union
Ballroom last December.
The only dissenting voice in the vote
to grant a pm-trial hearing was from
Chief Justice Olsen. Ile was reluctant
to support the request for pre-trial

presentation of evidence for four main
reasons, he explained.
"Pm-trial investigations are clearly
the responsibility of the referral
agents," he said. "Also, interested parties were not notified and therefore
unable to refute the evidence."
Chief Justice Olsen added that, ’The
pre-trial investigation may possibly introduce pre-trial bias." He suggested
that possibly the Judiciary should "determine whether the evidence warrants
referral to another judicial body."
The final point he made was that if
the Judiciary was to hear the pre-trial
evidence that only six members of the
Judiciary would be acquainted with the
evidence and perhaps only these six
people should be allowed to hear the
disruption cases.

the cadets and the school if no marching was done in the vicinity of the
demonstrators.
A crowd of approximately 300 stood
on the curbs of Seventh Street anticipating the ROTC’s arrival. They
watched the ambushers marching up
anti down the street, counting cadence
and anti -war chants.
The protesters arrived on the scene
at approximately 11:30 a.m. They had
a force of about 20 people. The group
was composed of members of Students
for a Democratic Society (SDS), Radical Action Movement (RAM), and Radical Audio Visual Expermient (RAVE).
By 12:30 the group had grown to
about 50 protesters. The marching
then stopped, and there was a final
plea for additional forces by the protest leader, Jim Ransom.
At 12:35 Ransom told the protesters
and the crowd that the ROTC had
decided to drill on the 5th floor of the
parking garage.
However, minutes later, several of
the protesters learned the ROTC was
being bused to South Campus for its
drilling.
Col. Edgar 13. Colladay, professor of
military science, stated that the
ROTC’s decision to go to South Campus
was centered on a complete avoidance
of any trouble.
The protesters, apparently well rehearsed in what to do if there was a
no show on the part of the ROTC, began to cheer and claim victory.
After the declared victory, the demonstrators marched over to the nearby
ROTC drill field and began to train
for next Tuesday’s confrontation. The
protesters announced they would continue to hold mock protests every
Tuesday until the ROTC appears.

Council Alters Budget
A.S. Council members debated,
amended and approved the first 10
accounts of the proposed 1970-71 A.S.
Budget at yesterday’s special budget
meeting. They also increased the reserve fund of $3,086.35 to $6,636.35.
The reserve was increased by cutting
a total of $100 from the A.S. Executive account, $450 from the A.S. Legislative account and $2000 from the College Union Program Board (CUPS).
Cute from the executive account
include $300 from operating expenses
and $600 from travel conferences. Legislative amendments include a $300
cut from operating expenses, an addition of $250 for travel and conferences,
and a $100 cut both from the experimental programs and contingency
fund. Amendments to the CUPB
are an increase of $3000 for next year’s
scholar-in-residence and a cut of $5000
from the art gallery.
The accounts approved were $200
to the A.S. Election Board for operating expenses, $4300 to the Intercultural Steering Committee for public
relation, programs and events, operat-

ing expenses, scholarships and awards,
travel and conferences, and telephone
and telegraph.
Also approved, as recommended by
the A.S. Budget Committee, was $4800
to the AS. Student Information Office
account and the budget committee recommendation of $7,050 to the Experimental College account.
It was also approved to delete Co..
Rae from the proposed budget. Fifteen
hundred dollars a the $2750 Co-Rec
request will be given to the CUPS for
recreation programs and $800 will be
given to Intramurals to keep the gym
open six nights a week.
A request of $10,466.86 by AS. College Union was approved.
Twenty-four accounts, 14 of them
sports, remain to be voted on. When
these accounts are considered and approved by council, a two-thirds vote
is required by council to pass the
budget.
Today’s regularly schodurled A.S.
Council meeting will be hold at 3:30
p.m. in the council chambers.

"While none of the claims or counter
claims (about Dr. Rutherford’s alleged
absences during the fall semester of
19681 have been subject to test, it is
apparent that one or more levels from
the department through the president
should have satisfied themselves as to
the questions posed in the college’s own
documents prior to the decisional recommendations being made to continue
Dr. Rutherford’s employment during
’70-’71," Dr. Keene read from his brief.
"Mr. chairman and panel, it is our
contention that this entire matter

should be remanded to the proper levels
within the department and the school
and the college to properly evaluate
the performance of Dr. Rutherford.. .
We reserve judgment as to what future
action the chancellor might take as a
result of that review," Dr. Keene concluded.
REVERSAL?
The assistant chancellor refused to
speculate whether that meant that
Chancellor Glenn S. Dumke would reverse his decision and rehire the controversial professor.
Keene, representing Dr. Dumke, was
accompanied by state college general
counsel Norman Epstein. Dr. John
Galm, advocate for Dr. Rutherford, sat
with the fired professor and his attorney, John Thorne.
Dr. Keene, as expected, based his
case on material submitted unsolicited
to the chancellor’s office in mid March
by music professor Erik Peterson, as
well as three documnts in Rutherford’s
official file.
The information concerns Rutherford’s alleged absences during November of 1968. Charges were brought
against Rutherford by two of his students, Lynn Johnson and Jenine Duzet,
in January of 1969. The coeds, however, later dropped the charges.
Documents relating to the charges

SMC Anti -War March
Scheduled for Today
Anti-war week enters its third and
busiest day today with two rallies and
a march through downtown San Jose
on the agenda.
Today’s activities, sponsored by the
SJS Student Mobilization Committee
to End the War in Vietnam (SMC),
will get underway at 11:30 am. with
a rally on Seventh Street.
At approximately 12:30 p.m. demonstrators will march the eight block distance from the rally area to St. James
Park, First and St. James Streets,
where they will listen to speeches from
representatives of community organizations.
SMC has obtained a parade permit
which will enable them to march down
First Street and through the business
district of San Jose.
Similiar demonstrations are being
held throughout the country, as the
National SMC has urged an international strike and mass protests for today. However, there is no concentrated
effort going on at SJS to support the
proposed strike.
Speakers at the Seventh Street rally
will include Arnold Ricard, SJS Black
Student Union; Dan O’Neal, Radical
Action Movement; and spokesmen from
the Radical Audio Visual Experiment,
Students for a Democratic Society,
Iranian Student Association, Mexican
American Student Confederation, and
Progressive Asian American Coalition.
The speakers at St. James Park will
be Milton Chee, SMC Regional Office;
Bob Allen, SJS New College professor;
and representatives from the Bay Area
Revolutionary Movement, Liberation
Womens Union, La Raza Unida, Piedmont Hills High School BSU, Santa
Clara County Workers Committee, and
the Progressive Labor Party.
Tomorrow, a debate between corporation representatives and members of
the United Front Against War Related
Recruiting will be held in Morris Dailey
Auditorium at 12:30 p.m. SMC is endorsing the debate as a part of antiwar week.
SMC is also sponsoring a panel discussion by Doctors Against the War

Seven Spots Open
On Election Board

Seven positions on the ASSOCIsled Students Election Board
still need to be filled before the
April 28-29 student body election.
Persons interested in working
at various election tasks like ballot counting, regulation of polls,
and general election supervision,
should apply immediately at the
Associated Students office for on
eleetion board position.

Friday at 12:30 p.m., also in Morrie
Dailey Auditorium.
Friday’s discussion will be the last
on-campus anti-war demonstration.
However, SMC is endorsing a march
from San Francisco’s Pan Handle, located near Golden Gate Park, to that
City’s downtown Civic Center scheduled for Saturday.
A rally will be held at the Civic
Center. The march is scheduled to
begin at 11 am., with participants
from SMC chapters throughout northern California and other people who
oppose the war expected to attend.

were then removed from Rutherford’s
file. Peterson, however, sent copies of
the documents to the chancellor on
March 10, 1970.
Dr. Keene said that, based on unofficial soundings around the state, Dr.
Dumke terminated Dr. Rutherford on
Feb. 27, and Peterson’s mailing, received on March 16, confirmed the
soundings. The assistant chancellor admitted, however, that no one in the
chancellor’s office had prior knowledge
of Peterson or the information.
Dr. Dumke’s position, essentially, Is
that despite the fact that the charges
were dropped, they should have been
taken into consideration and investigated by the retention committee.
Peterson, taking the witness stand,
confirmed that he had sent the information to Dr. Dumke’s office, and
had helped bring the documents to the
attention of the administration in early
1969.
Under a withering barrage of questions from Thorne, however, Peterson
admitted that he had not taken personel action in bringing charges, or
resubmitting them when they were
dropped.
SINN TESTIFIES
Dr. Donald Sinn of the recreation
department also testified that, as advisor to Miss Johnson and Miss Duzet,
he had presented the administration
with information regarding the student’s complaints about Dr. Rutherford.
Dr. Sinn also intimated that the
coeds, who are no longer SJS studens,
dropped the charges under pressure
from Dr. Ted Benedict, assistant to the
president, in May, 1969.
Dr. Galm then countered by reading
part of a letter dated June 25, 1969,
from Miss Johnson to Dr. Benedict,
stating: "I never at any time felt that
you had put unfair pressure on me, nor
did I ever tell anyone at any time that
you had put pressure on me."
Acting President Hobert Burns was
called to testify late in the three and
one-half hour session. The acting president said until March 17, 1970 he was
under the impression that charges
stemming from the alleged absences
were still outstanding against Dr.
Rutherford, and relayed this to the
chancellor’s office. The current charges,
however, concern only Rutherford’s
strike-related activities.

YAF Sponsors Speakers;
Discussion of War Planned
Two former Stanford students, who
helped form a Students for Peace In
Vietnam group, will be guest speakers
at the Young Americans for Freedom
"Open Forum and Discussion on Vietnam," today at 11:30 in the Costarioan
Room of the College Union,
Bob Walker, head of the Republisan Party’s Central Committee in Santa
Clara County, and Mike Cobb will
speak on a non-partisan basis in accord with YAF’s policy of no political
party affiliation.
The SJS Young Republicans and
Students for Peace in Vietnam are also

supporting the YAF sponsored discussion. The forum will run concurrently
with the Student Mobilization Committee’s scheduled march and anti-war
rally on Seventh Street.
"Anyone interested in discussing
Vietnam and related topics is welcomed
to attend the meeting," according to
David Nelson, a YAF member.
A question and answer period, as
well as general discussion, will follow
the speeches by Walker and Cobb.
"This forum is not intended to be a
shouting session, rather an honest
search for truth in discussion of warrelated topics," Nelson explained.

Students Offered Summer Break,
Foreign College Study for Credit
Care to spend summer vacation in
some far off country like England,
Sweden, Austrailia or Indonesia and receive college credit for it? Just such
opportunities are among those offered
by the summer sessions program at
San Jose State.
A workshop in comparative education will take place in Sweden and
England between June 22 and August
13. Lectures, excursions, and visits to
foreign schools will be held in both
Stockholm and London.
Similar workshops in Thailand, Indonesia, Australia, Samoa, Tonga, and
liora-Bora will feature tours and lectures relating to foreign education and
culture.
On campus during Summer Session
70, workshops and programs dealing
in such diverse subjects as group encounter, Bay Area natural sciences,
folk-rock lyric, marine science, ROX
education, and bueinesa will be avail-

able for various degrees of college
credit.
The summer program will consist of
a six-week session, June 22 through
July 31, followed by an August 3-28
four-week session. Individual workshops will begin as early as June 15
and run throughout the summer.
The summer session will cost students $25.15 per unit of credit. This
includes tuition, activity, and College
Union fees. Additional costs will be
assessed those students attending the
workshops in foreign countries.
Disqualified college students hoping
to bring up their grade point average
will continue to be eligible for Summer Session ’70.
Students enrolling in the summer
programs will register by mail as part
of the SCARS computer method. Educational Services office can supply
further information to interested perMOM
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Editorials

Code Violation?
an announcement of candidacy constitute advertising?" This is the queshich has sent "cafeteria lawyers" scurrying for their unabridged copies of

.1’

,
’

VS. Constitution.
heir hope is to trap any candidate who announces his candidacy

prior to
official last day to file in an election code violation which would elimiHA, him from the campaign.
The Daily believes this is a ridiculously-strict interpretation of the Constitution
one which in no way benefits candidates or protects electoral procedure.
Allowing candidates to announce their candidacy at their own time and place
oillol add excitement to the campaign and facilitate better coverage of the etnergpp.! -late:.
\\ !WTI asked by the Daily if the election code prohibits such announcements,
tion Board Chairman Bruce Wallisch ruled there was "no violation."
however, did tint stop those who take delight in finding loopholes in the
r;:la’s

’

o-titution from clouding the issue enough

to make an early announcement a

stratagem. They cited Section III. k. of the Election Code which says
"Candidates must have registered with the Election Board before they may ads ertise on campus by poster. handouts. rallies. or in the Spartan Daily."
They argued that an announcement of candidacy in the Daily constitutes "an
against anyone who so an-

auhertisement." and that they would file charges

10.46.1:27*),1
Crki6/ 1910
"What did I say?"

nounced prior to Friday’s Election Board meeting.
N\ bile Webster defines advertising as "the action of calling something to the

paid announcements."
-- which is clearly not the same as a campaign announcementthe Daily will
eu along with this latest political game. We will advise candidates who call to
,liedttle press conferences to wait until after Friday to announce their candiattention of the public by means of printed or broadcast

dacy. so as not to jeopardize their eligibility.

I II/N% \ Or. Ne would hope that steps will be taken following this election
t II i- point and make candidacy announcements a matter of choice, not

to clear
chance.

Excellent Opportunity
.An excellent opportunity for involvement on this campus has arisen, and
SiS students have shown how unconcerned they really are.
The Election Board, the body that coordinates and supervises the A.S.

once

elec-

tions. has positions for seven students still open. This board is a very vital and
necessary

part

of student government.

However,

students

have

shown

little

evidenced by the sparse response to the board chairman’s request for applicants.
Students often complain about not being listened to in student government.
Tlie gripe about unfair elections. But it seems that many know only how to talk,
ratlicr than take positive action to correct the inadequacies and inequities that

or Ito interest as

dn..; find so easy to spot.

actiona chance to become involved
with the basic workings of student government. The Daily urges any interested
I Ii-re. then, is a chance for students to take

student to contact Election Board Chairman Bruce Wallisch in the A.S. offices-and show a little concern.

Cuest Room

Serious Components for Last
By ART RANGNO
I have saved what I consider to be the
lowq serious components of why we no
longer should f I intercollegiate athletics
for last. They are:
1. The usurpation of student funds when
long-term football contracts are signed.
Contracts are signed five to 10 years in
ads aloe. thereby committing the funds of
students is tin may not be out of grammar
school to intercollegiate athletics. Even if
the students of that era decided that they
lon;rer desired to have a football team,
th
M1(.111’ have to pay $8,000 to $15,000
Ip I. ed game to scheduled opponents
io reparations." Glenn Guttormsen,
tor of lousiness affairs, says something to
the tune of "It Ain’t Necessarily So" while
Dr. Rronzan, director of athletics says
"1 es," and that such contracts are ill the
spirit as the funds committed to
0)1), r prourains such as Spartan Daily,
12.111. I, the current student government
for the) following Year. I was directed to

RAII.

these people by Mrs. Karen Dorey, legal
adviser to the Chancellor, who said that
"They would be the ones to contact since
they know more about it than I do."
My argument is that there is a great deal
of difference in 5 10 years and the following year, and that the answer should be
an emphatic "No" on ethical grounds.
2. The unacceptable, inherent bias on
the basis of sex or graduate status. The
thetorie of equal opportunity for ALL
pale. when it is considered that 22.000
madam Neill $114,000 te subsidise die

activities of about 250 male undergraduate
athletes this year. Such preferential discrimination has no justifiable academic
basis.
3. Ethnic bias. For whatever reason, be
it socio-economic, subtle cultural andror
anthropometric considerations, or outright
bias, the Chicano, who comprises 11 per
cent of the California population (and certainly a larger share of the local area
which SJS is supposed to serve) is strangely lacking in All areas of intercollegiate
athletics. No, you can’t find him in swimming, tennis or waterpolo, or basketball,
or Lord knows, golfing. In track and football he is almost unheard of year after
year. Football, track and basketball are
the overwhelming distributers of scholar.
ship and grant-in.aid monies. It is ironic
that at San Jose State College we have
more foreign students playing soccer than
the total number of native Chicanos in all
of intercollegiate athletics.
Perhaps for professional sports, the
vested interest of winning is a legitimate
one, and those who support them accept
it that Chicanos (and Asians) just don’t
play basketball or football.
But in an educational institution, slip.
ported by ALT, the people, the attempt to
emulate them is a contradiction in purpose
and ethics.
Because of these inequities, I shall withhold that portion of the Student Association fee ($7) allocated to intercollegiate
athletics upon Incidental Fa. au! /or Tui.
o.pe nowt

Staff Comment

’New Radical Strike Group?’
By STEVE SWENSON
All you damned apathetic students attending classes are idiots. Your minds are
boggled by the military, industrial. capitalistic, imperialistic, "et al" establishment.
I am organizing a radical, fist-fighting,
rock-throwing, name-calling, destruction
mob called STRIKE.
We don’t want to go to school. We want
to go to the beach. Only the dirty rotten
establishment would devise the sadistic
idea to go to school while the weather is
beautiful and sunny.
We (well, so far I’m the only member,
but I hope to have 25,000 instantaneously)
of STRIKE (Spring Time Revolution Instigate(I by Kids for Excitement) are going
to stage a rally (a cover-up ’tante for a
destruction derby) on April 26.
We will meet on Seventh Street at 9 a.m.
so that a few fiery extremists can incite a
riot. One of the all-time greats of the
Goaders Local 612, Auntie Esther Blishment, will give a special guest anarchist
speech.
The pillage should take about an hour.
During the total demolition, you will see,
in person, the guy who threw the chair
through the Administration Building in
the 1967 Dow Chemical Riot. (Those were
the good old days).
Don’t get me wrong. I want this demonstration to be PEACEFUL. But since I’ve
invited the pigs, four television stations,
leading representatives from Orange County, the Blue Max, Shirley the little curly
colic, and Sir Ronald of Sacramento, we
shouldn’t dissapoint anyone.
Therefore, really hard rocks, bricks.
sticks and chairs guaranteed to break glass
will be sold in the "Everything You Need
for a Peaceful Demonstration" concession
stand by the fountain.
And for those of you who don’t look
right, or "left," there will be on hand
hideous, straggly wigs to CON er up your unsightly well-groomed short hair. Also available is paste-on acne for that ugly, unclean hippie look that’s expected of you.
Just remember the parable of Our Lord
about the guy who wasn’t dressed right at
the wedding feast.
To help in understanding the jargon of
us veteran activists, the handlrook of the
three R’s of the education system (Rioters,
Revolutionaries and Rebels) entitled
"Some Really Dirty and Shocking Filth
for II i ghteousness" will be sold.
There are countless two and threeword,
catchy, easy.to.rememher phrases to shout
in a march like "On Strike" and "Pigs off
campus." It also has quotes plagerized
from the "Communist Manifesto" and
"Thoughts from Chairman Mao."
With these aids I proceeds, by the way,
will an to my "education in style fund" I,
we will go to the president’s office and
demand of whoever is president that no
classed be held today so we oan po to the
beech

After not negotiating, we will form an
army and drive off to the ocean for sex,
drugs, booze and other perverted fun
things we like.
If you want to cut irrelevant classes and
spend a day at the beach, meet me and
25,000 others on April 26 to express yourseises. Power to the people. (narrowly defined as us student radicals, of course).
See you Sunday.

Thrust and Parry

’Misleading’
Editor:
A student who had a class from Dr. Rutherford during the fall of 1968 wrote the Daily
two days before Easter recess claiming that
"everything seems to be ’whitewashing’ Dr.
Rutherford." Repugnant racist metaphor
(whitewash) aside, I think her remarks need
to be answered by another student who also
was a student of Dr. Rutherford’s during that
particular semester.
I was enrolled in Dr. Rutherford’s educational psychology 150 fall semester 1968. From
her remarks, I would guess the complaining
student was also in that class, for she stated
that Dr. Rutherford during November and
December was absent from his class for five
weeks straight in a row."
This is viciously misleading, because the
student failed to mention that in this class
every student was required to write a complete proposal for an educational program
which is educationally, psychologically and
economically feasible and that Dr. Rutherford
suspended regular class lecture in November
and December in order to meet with students
on an individual basis to discuss their projects.
She also failed to mention that Dr. Rutherford
held extra, small group meetings during October, November and December at 10 a.m. on
Tuesdays and Thursdays in the conference
room of Bldg. Z (where his office is located)
for those students who were having trouble
formulating their proposals. I had several individual sessions with Dr. Rutherford during
those months, and I attended a number of the
extra-class meetings, as did many other students. These are the facts as I remember

them.
Contrary to the complaining student, I did
not find Dr. Rutherford negligent, nor did
other students with whom I talked during
those (tor Dr. Rutherford) obviously hectir
days. I found him to be one of the warmest
and most humane and truly concerned teachers I have ever known. It’s far too easy to give
a lecture three times a week and give IBM
tests, and look out into a sea of unknown
faces. This is rapidly becoming the way of the
college system. Dr. Rutherford was saying
"no" to this type of teaching by getting involved with his students, and making each one
of them feel important in an individual way.
This type of teaching may seem threatening to
someone who wants to go through life as an
IBM number, I feel that if this student had
attended the extra-class and small group sessions as I did that her views of Dr. Rutherford might be different. Who knows? I wish

site had.
Terry Thorne
ALM # tenet

This may- call for crow sandwiches after
the gubernatorial election results, but I
believe Gov. Ronald Reagan will be defeated in November.
Things are happening maw that indicate
to Me the Gmernor will not walk awa
s.itit the election as some believe, but that
Jets 1. firtal will be our next executive.
Most recently Reagan called for a
"bloodbath" to silence student revolution.
aries. Reagan said, "If it takes a bloodbath, let’s get it over with, No more appeasement."
Later he retracted the statement, but
there can be no doubt that he knew he had
made an asinine mistake. His press secretary, Paul Beck, said, "He wasn’t even
aware he said it." So now we have a governor who doesn’t know what he is saying.
In Unruh’s favor, state AFL-CIO officers
have recommended endorsement of the
former Assembly Speaker. The union of.
(jeers have declared that Reagan "is not
qualified for that office." So labor opposes
our incumbent.
Reagan also has pushed tuition on both
the State College and University of California systems through his political appointments on the system’s trustees.
Now we have parents financing their
children, bearing more financial hardships
because of tuition, who might someday
see these offspring innocently cut down by
police fire on their respective campuses
who now oppose Reagan.
This "bloodbath" incident also will only
affect the state law enforcement systems
and the National Guard who might be
called on to lay their lives down (and not
Reagan’s) during a campus incident.
The capper on Reagan’s demise will be
the recent California Supreme Court decision that literate Spanish-speaking citizens may now vote in state elections, even
if they cannot read English.
The unanimous decision will now enable
100,000 Spanish-speaking citizens, as well
as other qualified non-English speaking
citizens, to vote. These people, heretofore
disenfranchised, must demonstrate an access to political information in their respective languages.
I doubt that very many of these nonEnglish speaking citizens who have proven
access to political information will vote
for Reagan.
There are also more student voters now
have turned 21 during Reagan’s term
who have realized that education (and
that means dollars after graduation) is
dying in California and the Governor and
his money handling are responsible.
And President Nixon’s recent losses will
reflect on the Republican Reagan. And in
off-year elections, the party in power usually loses some power positions.
It all adds up to defeat for the Governor
in my opinion. There are no more trick’
in the bag.
EDITOR’S NOTE: Opinions expressed
in Staff Comments. Guest Rooms, and
Letters to the Editor are those of the
tytrious writers concerned and are not
necessarily those of the Spartan Daily.
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JOIN THE WARA demonstrator urges student onlookers to
join the "people’s war" against the Army ROTC. Protesters did
manage to increase their numbers from a low of 20 when the
demonstration began to about 75 when they proclaimed themselves the victors. Over 300 people watched the demonstration.

I’M READYAn unidentified demonstrator brandishes her
weapon a cap pistol in anticipation of the arrival of ROTC
cadets. During the rally, approximately ten protesters were
similarly dressed as Indians, with "war paint" on their faces and
Indian head bands. They’ll try again next week.

HOW SWEET VICTORY IS or at least that’s the look this
couple of protesters displayed. These student protesters participated in the anti-ROTC mock war in which the ROTC never
appeared. But it appears that protesters must wait for their
victory since the ROTC didn’t show.

U.S. - Sea of Garbare

End the Soft Drink Can?
By SANDY It0DhAlltit
Daily Staff Writer
Survival Fairy, the Humanities
160 class that buried the car in
February. is initiating a campaign to have all tin and aluminum can soft drink machines removed from the SJS campus and
dormitories and replaced with returnable-bottle machines, John
Hansen, Survival Faire spokesman announced yesterday.
"The drive is the first step of
a larger campaign to bring the
concept of recycling into the economic system of the United
States," Hansen stated.
"We are hoping." Hansen said,
"that SJS can use this idea to
inform Txmple of the recycling
concept and to show them the
kinds of programs they can initiate."
’WE ARE DROWNING’
"We are drowning In a sea of
garbage. The United States produces 48 billion used cans a year.
There’s not a place on the earth
that hasn’t been touched by a tin

11

ii

Or

La

can," Hansen said. "Even in the
Mariana Trench, the deepest part
of the earth, 4 off the coast of the
Philippines, 35,616 feet deep) a
beer can was found."
Hansen was careful to point
out that although some companies will reclaim aluminum
cans, there is a basic difference
between returning cans and returnable bottles,
’AREN’T CONDITIONED’

"People aren t conditioned to
save cans. When they think of a
can, they think in terms of garbage to be thrown away. Most
people are already oriented to
save returnable bottles," he said.
"In addition, one half cent a
can isn’t ineentic enough for a
persan to sii. cans. The return
value isn’t worth the effort to
take the cans back." Hansen said.
"Industry now thinks of costs
on a short-range basis. The can
companies pay for the tin or
aluminum resources, but they use
them up without thinking about

Rotary Club Fellowship
To Provide $2,000 Award
The San Jose Rotary Club has
continued its Club Fellowship for
the 1970-71 academic year.
The purpose of the fellowship
is to stimulate study for a master’s degree in the area of public
administration or simille fields

in which the Fellow will ultimately serve in a position of leadership at one of the three levels
of government.
Outlined onalificatiens for the
fellowship include outstanding
pronlise and personality, integriarid high potential for crea1,..:!, imaginatiim and resni repfi mess. A pplica ions are ’as a ila hle
the Financial Aids Office Room
21.1, Mm. Friday, May 1 will be
leadline for the 3200 fellow-

Third Worid
Needs News

committee composed of four
’. ;acuity members will lateriirAndidates after Slay 1 for
the award. The cGmrnittee may
deckle if there are two equally
qualified candidates to split the
T2000 into two $tnno fellowships,
while the Rotary Club will make
I he final scicet ion for the fellow-

All minorities are ink it ’it
Ii. submit artichs, poetrk,
art work or photographs for
the nest Third World suO-,
plement, "i’r, of Color."
All contributions can be
turned in to Vieki Hernandez in the Spartan !balk
office.
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Vietoria l. 1111 Illanms, junior

art ma,) ii at U.C. Ilerkeley from
Fa irf id. to Timothy William
fowling, senior aeronautics major and member of the Society of
Automotive Engineers from Suisin.
Carol Falconer, junior history
major from Santa Maria and
member of Chi Omega, to Bob
Thomas, Ensign. U.S. Navy Air
Corps, Pensacola, Florida, from
El Cerrito and former member
of Sigma Nu,
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Astronauts’ Perilous Return

Mon. thru Thurs. at 7 & 9:30
Fridays at 6-8:15-10:30
Sat. & Sun.: 1-3:15-5:30-8-10:15

Vacation Sale!
AT

STUDENT
SERVICES WEST
Round trip to TOKYO $350
Round trip to EUROPE $299
New European charter added:
Leave June 24Return Aug. 30
Contact:
LOIS DICKINSEN
Bldg. BB
315 S. Ninth St.
For complete travel programs
Available only to CSC stuand information on tours,
dents, faculty, staff, and their
travel insurance, I.D. cards,
immediate families. Sponsored in conjunction with Asjobs abroad, rail passes, and
sociated Students of SJS.
car leases and purchases.
TRAVEL ARRANGEMENTS BY T-M TRAVEL

THE ACTION MAN SLACKS

Compiled from Associated Press

Apollo’ 13’s astmnauts continued in their efforts to return
to earth safely yesterday as they
fought to keep their oxygen,
water and power supplies stable
for the three-day flight home.
Instead of the planned lunar
landing and walk, astronauts
James A. Lovell Jr.. Fred W.
Haise Jr. and John L Swigert
Jr. were only able to view the
moon from 156 miles above the
surface as they whipped around
the moon’s far side to begin the
perilous journey home.
The crippled craft has a water
supply that will last only about
15 hours longer than it will take
to get the men back. It has
electrical power to last about 28
hours longer and oxygen to last
about 50 hours longer than the
hOMCWard voyage.
Water is the key to survival,
and is in the shortest supply. It
is the prime coolant in the spacecraft and it keeps the cabin temperature livable and also cools
the electronic systems that would
otherwise overheat and break
down.
The astronauts were reported
poised and composed and a
-

Evans said officers stopped the
youths and found neither rifle
was loaded and both were inoperahle,
"There was no ammunition on
either youth. After being checked
out they were told to ’beat it’
and were not arrested," Evans
said.
A spokesman for the governor’s
office in Sacramento said, "We
heard a report that Chico police
picked up a man with a rifle and
a scope, but if it’s true we don’t
know.’’

spokesman said he felt "this was
the best hope for a safe return."
Nations around the world offered their assistance to the recovery of the astronauts upon
their return to earth. Britain,
France and Brazil offered their
navies, and the huge Jodrell Bank
teleseope in Britain began tracking the mooncraft on its homeward flight.
One of the astronauts, in an
unexplained comment, was heard
to say, "Inc afraid this is going
to he the last moon mission for a
long time."

Mystery Gun
nails by the Chico
Police Chief, Lt, Gov. Ed Rein(-eke told a student group at
University of San Francisco ci
Monday that officem "picked up
a fellow in the crowd with a rifle
and a scope on it." during Gov. "
Reagan’s re-election campaign
visit in the town last month.
Police Chief James Evans said
yesterday that officers saw two
young men carrying rifles and
approaching the fairgrounds
where Reagan spoke the night of
March 16.
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By Ed Ludwig
General Book Dept

Dr. Ginott is corning to the Spartan Bookstore.

MASH AnIngo
atanWi

F.
E.:

Pam Phillips, senior mathematics major and member of the
Ski Club from Los Gatos. to Jim
Eaves, senior finance major and
member of Alpha Phi Omega and
the Young Democrats from Mt.
View. An August 29, 1970 wedding is planned.
Carolyn Free, senior graphic
design major and advertising
minor and member of Chi Omega
and Band-aids from Redwood
City, to David Leone, 1967 SJS
graduate presently employed at
IBM from San Jose, A June, 1970
wedding is planned.

ENGAGEMENTS

"In the College Union"

IN

INGO PREMINGER

iummui

BEAU TIES 1

Spartan Bookstore

ate

.1

whether or not there will be any
left for their grandchildren," he
said.
"Once the product is sold, companies want no responsibility for
the cans. They couldn’t care less
if the cans are polluting the
countryside, rivers and streams,"
he charged.
"Industry simply must begin
determining costs according to
long range terms, taking into account resource depletion and the
possible wastes of production,"
Hansen concluded.

SPARTAN DAILY-11

More precisely, on Saturday, April II, from 230 per. to 3:00 p.m., an
autographing party will be held for Dr. Haim G. Ginott in the Spartan
Bookstore in the Collage Union. Educators, students, and the public are
cordially invited.
BETWEEN PARENT AND CHILD, Dr. Ginott’s first best seller both
gnerally and in the field of education, appeared in 1965 in hardcovers
and since then has sold over 500,000 copies and been translated into 13
languages. It now appears in paperback (A..onI1.251.
His latest book is BETWEEN PARENT AND TEENAGER NeeMillien85.95) which promises to follow the same perennial best-seller route taken
by his previous volume. D. Ginott is a graduate of Columbia and, in
add;tion to his work in education and psychology, has been a UNESCO
consultant to the government of Israel.
The autograph session is being held in connection with the list annual
convention of the California Council of Parent Participation Nursery
Schools.
Other books cm education will be on display in the Spartan Bookstore
for the cons. ’lion including those five which, in addition to Dr. Gnnot’s
work, h Inc been the top most consistent ostlers at San lobo State during
the past year: TEACHER. by Sylvia AshtonWarn,r (Bantam-9SO: HOW
CHILDREN FAIL, by John Holt (Dell-95c1, HOW CHILDREN LFARN,
by John Holt (Pitman S2 25): SCHOOLS WITHOUT FAILURE, by Wil(Horror & Row$4 95i; HOOKED ON BOOKS, by
liam Giesser. t.ID
Daniel N. Fader Ph D., and Etta, 13 McNeil. Ph D. {Berkley-7W.
hope to see you Saturday,
Dr. Ginott
We and
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Cunningham, Corder
Pace Baseball Stats

Wednesday. Aptil 15, 1970

1.TT.Y

’Past Golf Success Helps
Present SJS Team"--Vroom
414

11,

Tho: tut tnula went., to work.
\1iy be it helps explaining why
UCLA can win six NCAA basketball falai in the last seven years
and %thy SJS has tiiken the
NCAA judo champioaships for
th<. past nine years.
mt. present Spartan team has
earrent record of 10-0-1 with
most recent win a 19-8 sict-ry over a good Stanford squad

.),At tvarns and some gi ski Mkt;
l’.1L1,11 golfers in the past." Vmoni
added, "which makes it easier for
US to attract high school kids who
will in the future be our stars.’’

k

III

‘iI

114 414 D

ac141.11.C11DS,
IAL11,..1Z
SUCLiseD
cording to 5,1.13 golf Co ich Jerry
Vroum. Wse had some pretty

released
,tatisties
Bas.b.,11
Monday by Wynn Cook, sports
information director, show Gary
Cunningham and Tom Corder
leading Spartan batting stats
through 28 games.
SJS, which opened its Pacific
Coast Athletic Association play
last weekend with two victories
in three outings with Fresno
State, is 19-9 overall and resumes PCAA play Friday at Cal
State Los Angeles.
Cunningham, the fidgety junior
center fielder for coach Gene
Menges’ nine, leads SJS in seven
categories while shortstop Corder
hold the team leadership in four
statistical departments.
Gary has the highest average
(.333i on 35 hits in 105 trips to
the plate. Ile has amassed 46
total bases on two triples, one
home run, four doubles and ’18
singles. Cunningham’s .438 slugging figure also tops SJS.
Probably his most impressive
and important statistic, however,
is in the stolen base department.
-Woody" has thefted 22 bases in
25 attempts, but that figure includes two occasions he was picked off.

ashy.
CAREER SPLIT

* * Coach Jerry Vroom * *
The Environmental Handbook

NCAA

Prepared for the First Nalional
Environmental Teach-In (April 22)
EDITED BY GARRETT DE BELL

This handbook brings together teachers, students,
scientists, writers, and others to focus on some of
the major problems. It does not stop there - it
suggests action that can be taken right now in
any community.

CAL BOOK
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Vroom, whose collegiate career
was split between SJS and University of Texas, is now in his
eighth year as head golf coach.
Basically a football and basketball star in college, Vroom played
end on the 1943 Texas Cotton
Bowl squad. He’s now been associated with the SJS golf program for over 20 years.
Speaking of the NCAA, the
1970 Spartans stand a good
chance of being seiected as one
of the teams to represent their
district at the nationals, to be
held in June at Ohio State.
Among the more famous golf
recruits of Vroom are Ken Venturi, Jack Luceti, Ron Cerruti,
Terry Small, Ross Randall and
John Lutz.
Venturi, U.S. Open Champion
in 1964, competed for SJS from
1950-53 and holds the school records for averaging 69 in 1952,
67.8 at SJS’ home course, San
Jose Country Club, and shares
the individual low score of 64
with John Lutz,
Lutz, brother of current professional Dick Lutz. was the iirst
Spartan golfer to be honored as
All American, making the select
team in 1961, 1962 and 1963.
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also have similar positions at our Pollution Control Laboratory
tests and analyzes the wafer of San Francisco Boy.

Rapid

salary advancement through a combination
increases and scheduled cost -of -living reviews.
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Water is a non-profit, equal opportunity
high quality Sierra mountain water to over
in the greater East Bay.
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Job requires a
degree in the Biological or Chemical sciences with
I course in Quantitative Analysis and I Course in Bacteriology.
No experience required.
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A pass scrimmage beginning at
4 p.m. will highlight today’s
football workouts, starting at
3:30, as Joe McMullen and his
staff continue to look over prospects for SJS’ 1970 football team.
"Papa Joe" said he was "most
encouraged with the progress so
far" as some 64 candidates drill
during the second full week of
spring practice.
"It’s been exciting so far compared to last year," McMullen
noted. "Although we are sloppy

his second attempt at a world

on our fundamental skills, our

record of less than 18 feet at the

’spectator skills’ are good."

Kennedy Games in Berkeley.

Wm; runs, leaping catches and

Bud Winter Honored
Bud Winter, who will retire
the end of this season after
29 years as SJS’ head track
coach, will he honored at "A
Saluate To Bud Winter" Friday
evening, May 1, at Lou’s Village
in San Jose.
Winter, an internationally
known track and field coach who
piloted the Spartans to the NCAA
team championship last season,
will be feted for his nearly three
decades of outstanding service
and contribution to SJS and the

at

employer
1.1 million

20th

EAST BAY WATER
2127 ADELINE ST. OAKLAND f4623
OR CALL COLLECT (415) 8.16-2000 eget 226

*
Slg. SB-A
.438 22-25
.361

14-17

.390
.310
.308
.254
.222
.226
.190
.220
.417
.333
.421
.333
.500
.308
.167
.125
.100
.143
.059
.000
.308
.269

4- 6
1- 1
I- 1
12-15
0- 0
I- 2
I- I
4- 6
2- 2
0- 0
0-0
I- 1
0- 0
0- 0
0- 1
0- 0
0- 0
0- 1
I- 1
0- 0
63-79
22-33

Grid Drills Continue

year, and Ritilslxick barely missed

community.
Many celebrities, dignataries,
former athletes and colleagues
are expected to be on hand for
the event.
A no-host cocktail party will
be held from 6-7 p.m., followed
by a banquet and program.
Tickets must be obtained before April 30 and may be ordered
by telephoning 286-7697 or by
stopping by the Athletic Department. The tickets are 705 per
person.
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GUITARS

Salary $9,400 -$10,475

4299

VAULT?
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H 28 38 HR RBI Avg. TB
AB R
Gary Cunningham 105 23 35 4 2 1 15 .333 46
9 .320 35
97 28 31
2 1 0
Larry Lintz
Tom Corder
16 29 6 0 2 25 .276 41
105
Mike Hazelhofer
87
7 24 0 2 0 18 .276 27
9 .231 24
78 13 18 3 0 1
Tom McLachlan
Al Arita
63 12 14 2 0 0 5 .222 16
Raleigh Rhodes
90 12 19 1 0 0 12 .211 20
2 .194 7
4 6 1 0 0
31
Chris Guenther
4 0 0 0 3 .190 4
1
Wayne Hightower 21
9
1 .171
8
7 0 1 0
41
Jim Kilburg
5
5 0 0 0 4 .417
Gary Ghidinelli
12
1
4
5 4 0 0 0 2 .333
12
Bob Grover
8
2
6 0 1 0 2 .316
Mike Rusk
19
5 I
0 2 .278 6
18
1
Jon Hennig
1
1 .250 6
3
3 0
12
Mel Sigona
4
0
1 .231
0
3 1
13
Gary Houston
3
1 .167
3 0
0
18
1
Ron D’Aguisto
2
16 2 2 0 0 2 .125
Jay Fike
1
1 .100
1 0 0
10 0
Rich Fonzeno
3
0 3 .095
2 1
21
1
Al Withol
1
1
1 0 0 0 .059
17
Ed Fischer
1
0 0 0 0 0 .000 0
Others
5 118 .251 274
28 890 143 223 23
SJS Totals
5 89 .217 233
28 867 104 188 22
Opp. Totals
GAME WINNING HITS-Hazelhofer 6, Corder 3

GUITARS

GUITARS
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18 FOOT

against
Seagren
Competing
brings out the best in Caruthers.
His first indoor win against the
former USC star came when Seagren suggested a new format in
which each vaulter got six vaults
instead of the usual height elimination process. In one of his two
losses to Seagren, Caruthers lust
on fewer misses.
While the 18-foot vault is a
new goal for Caruthers, it is
something Pennell, Seagren, and
Railslxick have been attempting
for several years. Seagren and
Pennel have both announced their
retirements, but keep coming
back for the 18-foot attempt.
Seagren had narrow misses in
the NCAA and AAU meets last

Batting Stats

*

located

expanding field of environmental protection.
We

Wedges
r49
&
2up
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199,
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who
established
Caruthers,
himself as one of the best vaulters in the world with three indoor wins against Seagren this
season, will be one of five 17-foot
entries in Saturday’s SJS-Southern California Striders dual meet
at Spartan track.
Besides Caruthers (17-01 and
Olympic gold medalist Seagren
417-91, world record holder John
Pennel 117-101r ) and Dick Railsback (17-84i I of the Striders
will compete with Jeff Chase
17-44 of the Athens Club. Bob
Stover and Vie Dias, who have
both cleared 16-6, will also enter.

Personal on-the-job training in a variety of biological and

w

,,

, it

Gild SUNDAY

Sam Caruthers.

analyses.

i 74

of the five 17 -footers, but Caruthers is tied for the best outdoor
Jump of the season at 17-0 with
Pennell.

Seagren.- says SJS pole vaulter
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Immediate opening for Biology or Chemistry major to work on
4 -man teem responsible for detecting bacterial and chemical po!!0a- Is
in our water supply.
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Five of World’s Best
Pursue 18-Foot Vault

"With the best competition and
ideal conditions, there is a good
chance to produce a world record," notes SJS coach Bud Winter. "According to the vaulters
this is the best pit in the world."
Winter feels that it will take
a vault of 17-0 or 17-3 to win the
event, with a world record 18foot vault a good possibility.
He has the lowest best height
_
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PREMIER EVENT-The vernier event in Saturday’s track meet
with the Southern California Striders at Spartan Track will be
the pole vault, in which both the world record holder and the
Olympic gold medal;st will compete. Shown here is Spartan
Bob Slover, a 16-6 vaulter, who will be out to challenge the
I7-foot mark. Field events will begin at 1:30 p.m., with the first
running event beginning at 1:45.
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Canteens, 9.0e. 51,11 Axe, 99e; Lantern, 1.03, GI Shari:, 1.99, Li.l. Mame,
1.09. Water Bucket, 99e, Itnap Swim 03e, Gold Pans. 1.29, GI. /41.4411 Kit, 99a,
Cernp Stools, 99e, Teel Stakes, 19a; Mutates, 1.99; An1,787nns, 99d, Ponchos,
1.99- Pistol Britt 99e: liuntin liniret Rn -Atl Cam Accessories.
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FINALIST

Luceti was an NCAA finalist in
1931 while Cerrudo, currently on
the professional tour, was a member of the U.S. Walker Cup team
and 1964 NCAA individual champ
while at SJS.
Small received All American
honors in 1965 and 1966 while
Randall was a first team selection in 1967.
"With a history of fine golfers
and some of our grads on the pro
tour, it definitely helps our recruiting of golf talent," expressed
Vroom. The Spartan mentor. added that "My job is to seek out
the ’great’ golfers from the ’good’
ones from the fine crop of youngsters now playing in the high
schools and junior colleges."
In looking forward to this
years PC7AA tourney. May 14 at
Santa Barbara, Vroom notes,
"Our league is the toughest golf
conference in the West."
The 1970 linksters are again a
talented group, as shown by their
unbeaten record. And things will
continue to look bright in the
future as of the top six men of
Jim West, Steve Bohn, Kelley
Moser, Steve Hakes, John Adams,
and Glenn Woodruff, only West
is it senior.
The next match for SJS will be
against Santa Clara at the San
Jose Country Club on Monday.
April 20,

*
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Corder, m.ho laa,r,
smoothly at his shortstop slot
with second sacker Larry Lintz
in turning in almost one double’
play per game 1271, tops the
Spartans with 25 runs batted in,
two home runs, six doubles and
105 times at bat.
Tom’s .276 batting mark is
third best, but the word is out
about Corder and he subsequently has seen few good pitches to
hit so far during the campaign.
The 5-9, 145 pound Lintz sports
a .320 batting mark and is the
team leader with 28 runs scored.
He also has an outstanding 14
of 17 stolen base figure.
Al Ariza, voted the Spartan’s
player of the week last week, also
has an impressive 12 of 15 figure.
Leading winner for SJS’ pitching corps is senior Jay Fike 15-31.
Fike notched the Spartans first
league win over Fresno last Friday and has appeared in a team
high 12 games. starting six while
completing three.
Other statistical leaders include Al Withol, 58 and a third
innings pitched and Mike Rusk,
games started (41 and strikeouts
(52).

BUY OR RENT TO OWN
itte9er &mac
We have the largest
selection of guitars
and drums in town.
Guitar lessons are
also available for
your convenience.
Two Locations To Serve You
84 E. San F
298-5404

do

5161 Stevens Creek Rd.
248-9858

spectacular plays have highlighted earlier scrimmages and quarterbacks Ivan Lippi, Pat Casey,
Gary Tomasso and Wayne Oberreuter, a jaycee transfer from
San Diego, will push each other
at the position.
That foursome will be throwagainst
what McMullen
ing
termed a "thin defensive backfield." Veteran juniors Brodie
Greer (6-3, 195) and* Al Harris
16-0, 1751, anchor the defensive
backs, but the talent hunt is extensive after that pair. Ron Tribble is out for the spring with an
injury.
The Spartans will continue
their Saturday workouts with a
10:30 scrimmage scheduled this
weekend. McMullen was "very
enthused" with the turnout last
Saturday and invites the student
body to come Out to again watch
the Spartans in action.

Intramurals
Independent fast pitch softball
begins today with seven games
scheduled for south campus action at 3:45 pm.
Fraternity league fast pitch
action starts Thursday with
three games to be played at
3:45.
League action continues
through May 12 with playoffs following to determine who will play
in the All College championship
on Tuesday, May 19.
Slow pitch softball will get
underway Monday, April 20.
Today’s schedule pits Hoop
Club against Moose, Wolfpack
versus Moulder, the Charlatans
duel Iron Peppers, Jocks take on
US. Farm meets Markham while
the Zig-Zags battle Da Fuzz and
Southside take on Red Horde.

Opening

round Batt play pits
against Pi Kappa Alpha,
Sigma Chi versus Sigma Nu and
SAE battles DSP. Theta Chi
draws the first round bye.
ATO

In the intramural swim meet
which concluded last Thursday,
SAE outscored Sigma Chi to win
the title, 59-54. Theta Chi followed closely in third with 54
points, white early leader ATO,
getting a great performance from
Tommie Graham, finished fourth
with 44.

’Cable Hogue Ballad’
Thoroughly Enjoyable
By VICKI RANDALL
Deity Entertainment Editor
’The Ballad of Cable Hogue’
manages to be something not -so
easy to find these days -- an
entertaining, well-acted western.
Although the dialogue itself is
funny, clever and filled with all
kinds of innuendos, the film’s
greatest asset is Jason Robards’
portrayal of salty old Cable
Hogue.
Left abandoned by his fairweather friends, Hogue crawls
through the desert for five days
until he accidentally stumbles
across a buried water hole. Realizing that water is more valuable
than gold, Cable sets up a water
station (cleverly similar to a
modern gas station) and charges
ten cents a drink.
Also thrown in for good measure are a Bible-spouting, ladychasing minister and a prostitute
with big dreams, and equally big
intentions of fulfilling them.
These three come together, and
the result is an honest, outspoken, and unpretentious film that
really holds the audience’s interest.
Robards’ rough and tumble
characterization is what actually
carries the film. Cable Hogue is
illiterate plain-spoken, and stubborn. He has no qualms about
shooting a man for stealing water
from his water-hole, yet is un-

able to enact the revenge he
awaits for the entire length of
the film. fie swears he won’t become romantically involved, yet
does just that. In short, Cable
Hogue is a puzzle, but a very
human one.
This brings me to what I really
liked about the film. It was as
non-glamorized as any movie I’ve
seen lately. Although Cable’s
water station is really nothing
more than a few boards nailed ti,gether, to Cable it might as well
be heaven. And the audience feels
his dedication to his dream without all the Hollywood props and
stunt men so often found in
westerns. Stella Stevens (who
was also quite good -- a surprise
to me) wore very little malollO
(Or anything else, for that nI!!!
ter). She was natural and crude
in a way that smacks of authenticity.
Also a surprise was the lovely
background music. I especially
liked "Butterfly Mornins’," sung
rather non-professionally but very
effectively by Jason Robards and
Stella Stevens. It established a
feeling of real tenderness between
these two misfits.
The biggest surprise of all,
though, in this western full of
surprises, is the ending. In the
interest of not spoiling the suspense, I won’t divulge what happens. But it is really a lu-lu.
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Final Performance Tonight
Of SiS A Cappello Choir

Daily photo by Stephanie Hill
THAT WOMAN FROM MAXIM’SGeneral
Petypon of Grele (Joseph Hanreddy) chats
with ’that woman" Crevei-te (Christine Cheney)
who he thinks is Dr. Petypon’s wife, Gabrielle,
and who Gabrielle thinks is General Petypon’s
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EUROPE ’70
Travel through Chi co
State and earn 6 units.
June 16 -Aug. 30, with
51/2 weeks of study, 51/2
weeks of travel to Ireland. Italy, or Yugo.
$725 for round-trip flight,
room, board, tuition, fees.
Contact Lance A. Haver at
Chico State, Chicle, Calif.
9S926. Call 10161 345-6e49.

"During every moment of that
picture I cared. And when it was
over, I shed an inside tear for
someone who was a stranger to
me."
Serling disapproves of the "G,
M, It, X" rating system currently
being used by the motion picture
industry: "I don’t believe you can

wife. The play will continue tonight through
Saturday at 8:15. Tickets at the Theatre Box
Office from 1 to 5 p.m. weekdays are $2
gencral and $1 with a student body card.

By STEVE SWENSON
Daily Entertainment Editor
For a play that shouted mediocrity in the beginning, interrupted sparsely with some clever
jokes and good acting, Georges
Feydeau’s "That Woman from
Maxim’s" unraveled its farce with
an enjoyable and laughable ending.
Even when the play resembled
a "Father Knows Best" rerun,
some very talented acting spiced
the performance. Douglas Morrison as the Duke of Valmonte
was superb as a naive "momma’s
boy" lover. And Eileen Toole
played an excellent "old frump"
in the character of Gabrielle, Dr.
Petypon’s wife.
John C. Allen did an adequate
Job of playing Dr. Petypon, who

legislate morality.
Switching his attention to the
recent Academy Awards presentation, Serling said, "I think the
Academy Awards are nonsense.
How do you pick out who is the
best actor? John Wayne is a
skilled actor, but I don’t think
he was the best."

was mainly responsible for creating the farce. The acting of Joseph Hanreddy as General Petypon was very strong throughout
the play.
Cecil Pendleton’s portrayal of
Dr. Mongicourt brightened up
some of the dull parts like his
operation joke, "It may not always profit the operatee, but it
always profits the operator."
The single outstanding performance of the play, however, was
"that woman," Crevette. from
Maxim’s by Christine Cheney.
She was sensational (with all its
connotations P.
The problem with some parts
of the play was the effectiveness
that may have been present in
1890 Paris, was lost in 1970 San
Jose. Some of the scenes that
were strange then lost their impact in the 80 year time span.
For instance, finding a woman
in your bed after you woke up
from under the sofa just isn’t
very striking anymore. Even
though this may have been shocking in 1890, I wasn’t as concerned as members of the gay
nineties. Miss Cheney’s acting
made up for some outdated parts,
however.
Basically the story begins with
a small mess, Crevette in Dr.
Petypon’s bed, and gradually
works its way to a bigger mess.
temporary confusion of which
wife belongs to who, and the cli-

W.C. LEAN JEWELERS
Our 66th Year in Son Jose

tit7,:7;(:*.?

--Daily photo by Bob I-lurna
ROD SERLING
... "Audience must feel and care."

or the
bride who doesn’t
mind being the

Dinner and drinks are inexpensive (small sirloin &
beef kabob: $3.25 ea.; and the best entertain-

mactic mess in which everyone is
brought together and the truth
has to come out.
The truth is pulled out in a
most ingenious way which makes
the whole play worthwhile. During the last act just about everyone of the 200 in attendance was
on the edge of their seats in anticipation of the expose. At the
conclusion of the final act a long
and hearty applause sounded its
approval.
The play will be repeated tonight through Saturday at 8:15
in the’ College Theater. Tickets
at the Theater Box Office from
1 to 5 p.m. weekdays are $2 general and $1 with a student body
card.
By the way, some of the problems of the 1890’s are still with
us today. For example, in one
scene, the Duke of Valmonte
came to see Crevette who he
thought was Mrs. Petypon at Dr.
Petypon’s house.
The Duke was left alone in the
parlor and he looked into the
mirror. He almost cried, "Oh, I
got a pimple on my nose. ., it’s
the emotion." The real Mrs. Petypon came in and asked "Why are
you here?"
The Duke answered, "That’s
my affair."

ment

in town is still free.)

eweleri

MST asrl SAN FERNANDO STREETS
Downtown

951 TOWN & COUNTRY VILLAGE
SAN JOSE
246-4672
011P’Sra.200:02CitTelsr-l7.1140002C4190410204

$135
ONE WAY
LONDON -AMSTERDAM

$275
ROUND TRIP
For completerohfInigeht schedule

(415) 392-8513
OR WRITE
CHARTER F1.1t;IITS
995 MARKET ST.
SAN FRANCISCO, CA. 94103
Nail me 1970 charter flight schedule
NAME
\ STREET
CITY & ZIP

k

PSAtells
where
Los Angeles, HollywoodBurbank, and San
Diego. So go. From
San Jose. Call your
campus rep, your
travel agent, or PSA.

gives you a lift..

You’ll be able to talk to a World
mpus
Afloat representative and former students:
Sunday, April 12,2 p.m.
San Francisco Hilton
Mason & O’Farrell, $an Francisco. Calif.

s.s.

Art student Leans Leach of Long Beach
fkiltentits ruins of once -buried city during
Wert( Campus Afloat visit to Pompeii.

yndsm is of Netherlands registry.
WORLD CAMPUS AFLOAT
Director of Student Selection So:, cos
Chapman College, Orange. Calif. 92666
Please send your catalog and any other facts I need to know.
SCHOOL INFORMATION

HOME INFORMATION

Mr.
Mtss
Mrs
Last/lame

F,,stiit

Nam* el Sihool
ti-r-nous Aadmriv

Cant ’,tient Validated Parking
tIarosa front Sore
n %PI F11.11111. St.

TO LONDON

Again in the 1970-71 academic year, the
accredited World Campus Afloat program of
Chapman College and its associated Colleges
and Universities will take qualified students,
faculty and staff into the world laboratory.
Chapman College currently is accepting
applications for both the fall and spring semesters.
Preliminary applications also may be made for
all future semesters.
Fall semesters depart New York aboard the
as. Ryndam for port stops in the Mediterranean
and Latin America, ending in Los Angeles. Spring
semesters circle the world from Los Angeles, stopping in Asia and Africa and ending at New York.
For a catalog and other information, cemplete
and mail the coupon below.

San Jose

SINCE 1901

(7114 RTER JET

World Campus Afloat
is a college that does more
than broaden horizons.
It sails to them and beyond.

NV. (j). LEAN
N and JUNG

...6:00001:073001100r

TRAVEL BY
FROM OAKLAND

6 p.m. MAINLINE.
5:10 p.m. SPARTAN SPEcTRUSS, Find out what
happened during antiwar activities around
the colleges. Ken McGurn and Jeannette
Ruff will be there to
tell you what you
missed.
6:25 p.m. SPARTAN FOCUS. Sheldon Wong examines the fate of fraternities. Are they dying?
Hear the news the day it
happens - - not a day late
on KSJS 90.7 FM

center of attention
AVOID THE HASSLE OF THURS.-SAT. CROWDS
STOP BY SUN. -WED. NIGHTS

B
P !! rhart
A CAPELLA CHOIR

KSJS
News Log

Laughable Ending Saves
Mediocre French Farce

Rod Serling ’Raps’ on the Movies
By GARY PIERCE
Daily Staff Writer
In the eyes of television writer
Rod Serling, the obscenity in
the motion picture "Easy Rider"
is far more damaging to young
minds than any "skin flick"
could ever be.
Serling, perhaps best known
as the creator of TV’s "Twilight
Zone," was in the bay area Friday night to lecture at Chabot
College in Hayward, He commented on the film industry during an interview prior to the
lecture.
"To devote an hour and 50
minutes to an extended motorcycle jaunt . . . where two men
carry a cache of drugs across
state lines, turns me on not a bit.
"The audience must feel and
care and identify. In the case of
’Easy Rider’ I was merely an
observer. In my opinion, the film
was a failure. What it should
have done was to make me altogether sympathetic to those
who do their own thing, whatever that thing may be. It didn’t,"
Serling related.
He had few favorable remarks
about the film’s co-stars Dennis
Hopper and Peter Fonda. Of Hopper he said, "He has a vocabulary
numbering approximately 16
words. If he had said ’like man’
one more time, I would have
walked over to the screen and
punched him right in the mouth."
Serling holds a similar opinion
of Fonda, "He has the facial expression of a man on the way to
a crucifixion his own."
Despite Serling’s disapproval
of "Easy Rider," he did have
praise for many contemporary
films. He applauded "Goodbye,
Columbus," "Z," and "Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid" as
"pure unadulturated honesty;
they had all that ’Easy Rider’
lacked."
He specifically referred to
"Midnight Cow b oy , " saying,

SJS A C.ipella (liou!.
under the direction of Dr. Tikey
Zes, presents the concluding performance of its annual spring
concert today at 8:15 p.m. in the
Music Building Concert Hall. Admission is free.
Renaissance and contemporary music is presented by the
choir, including the premiere of
"Four Songs," compositions by
Karry Lewis, senior music major.
Also on the program are works
of the Spanish composer Vittoria,
the English composer John Blow,
and Bach.
The Choraliers, a Vocal ensemble of 12 singers, perform works
of the French composer Georges
Auric, as well as several other
songs.
The second half of the program
features three Greek folk songs
recently arranged by the choir’s
conductor, Dr. Zes. The songs are
sung in Greek.
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Spartaguide

TODAY through April 17
Spurt:scamp rr.gintr.st ,an. ’t
to 3 p.m . Sesent ii St a
275 tickets available at $12.30
each. Meals, transiortation and
lodging included to the Santa
Cruz mountain ramp. May 1, 2,
and 3.
TODAY
Campus Ambassaulors, 10:30
a.m. to 130 p.m. C.U. Madrone
Room. "We have an idea about
your summer service - have you
thought ;about Salt Lake City,

Only

FREE Booklet

COMPUTER CAREERS

Utah? Jesus has." According to a
Hub .tokesman,
Soong Americans for Freedom
OAF ), 11:30 a.m., C.U. Costanoan Itoorn. Open forum discussion on "Vietnam: Who really
wants peace?" Everyone of every
persuasion and who want to discuss the Vietnam war rationally
is invited.
Erie: Nom Flicks, 12 p.m.
CU Loma Prieta Room. Laurel
and Hardy films to benefit EDP.
Phrateren International, 3:30
(’.I.’. Calaveras Room,
K, 4:30 p.m., C.U. CosRoom. The truth comes
.:. Circle K, its history here
xs it it is internationally,
posed by Len Marsh,
will be
_

1114 Market

10

Tears of Service
af

10th & Reed Sts.
It’s Jules
For Jewels

Answers Your Questions
About,
Salaries
lob Opportunities
Career Advancement
Training Requirement,
Train on IBM 360 Computer
Accredited Member JIA rf S
or cu. and nail Coupes

-1

Mem
1111/

Ibis

Fine Diamonds
Watches and Jewelry

lts

InesI.

(Nationally Advertised)

Special Discounts
to S.J.S. Students

LLast knosi MulaCerstsmi

AUTOMATION
INSTITUTE
25 N. 14th, San Jose 95112
286-9622
An Educational Affiliate of

09uteA gozzi
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You’re missing a great meal
until you try
Red Barn’s combination of a

BIG BARNEY
French Fries and
Coke,A Orange, or Root Beer

64
with this ad
Expires April 16
Regular 904

411

niffiemalED B
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post district treasurer. All college
men are asked to come with no
obligation to join.
Public Relations Student,. Society of America IPIISSA I. 6
p.m., Itickey’s Hyatt House. Palo
Alto. All members are encouraged to attend the monthly PRSSA meeting. David Rosenberg.
self-proclaimed "world’s greatest 1
press agent," to speak. Rosenberg.
who started Carol Dada and
brought the topless era to fame
and glory, may bring some of
his clients.
American Meteorological Sudety (AMS), 7 p.m., DH 615.
Capt. W. J. Sturm. USAF, to
- ANNOUNCEMENTS III
speak on "Aspects of Tropical
of YOGA & MEDITATION - MWFS 7:30Observations
Meteorology:
286.
Hurricanes and their Practical 9.30 eve. 70 Hawthorne War, S.J.
5487. Sri E. Alexandrou.
-Applications."
Ex(’ : Black Nationalist Move- NON-PROFIT FLYING CLUB neds
end licensed pilots. Four air.
ment, 7 p.m., LN 201. "Black students
craft, low membership fees & morthiy
History-Lost, Stolen or Strayed?" dues. Cert. flight instructors avail. 722.
movie with narration by Bill Cos- 6 I 60.
by. Free.
BELLYDANCING - Learn this ancient
Home Economies Club, 7 p.m.. art. Classes forming now. Call Zarifa
H 1. Important business meet- 268 9.58
riay, April 17, Morris Dailey. 7
ing. Mrs. Ilughes, PG&E, to ALFIE
50c.
speak on "Neat Tricks and Treats 0-1
with Portable Appliances." Dis- LOVING YOUR ANIMAL FRIENDS does
cussion also on Voman’s week.
Society for the Advancement EXPLORE EUROPE woh your group of
a {..’I, equipped Fcrd Lard
of Management (SAM), 7 p.m., .r e,.:,
as $5 a day. C a
Sweden House Smorgasbord. Rich Cruiser for as low 287-2410.
Reps. Gary or Jeff
Perez, PT&T, and Don Mackay,
Urban Affairs manager of the
AUTOMOTIVE 12!
Association of Metropolitan San
MidJose, to speak on "Industry,
VW REPAIR, New Rebuilt or Used
dle Management and Our City."
Paris. Save $ on Labor & Parts. I will
buy your broken down or wrecked VW.
p.m.,
Woto
9:30
7:30
Co-ree,
Goodyear, S..1, 292-3768.
men’s Gym. Dance, play basket- Herbert, 82
ball, ping pong, or badminton or TR-4, ’64. Fantastic cond., blue inf. end
-nrently overhauled. $1195. Call
swim.
Sierra Club, 7:30 p.m., C.C.
’53 CHEVY PANEL: Engine tires in
Costanoan Room. Committee
rdition. $150. Call 867-9590 or
meeting on Boycott of Aluminum
Let 266-8392.
machines.
Cans from campus
1960 VOLKSWAGEN. Runs. $200. 1962
Tau Delta Phi, 7:30 p.m., New RAMBLER, needs work. $75. Call 295College Bldg., 414 E. William. 9412 anytime.
IEEE, 8 p.m., C.C. Almaden ’62 CHEVY. Must sell! (urgent) 2 dr.
Room. Speakers on microwave Bel Air. V8 A.T. R&H. 5 almost new
after 6
transmission engineering and tires. $395. Call 298.0102
marketing management for engi- ’62 PORSCHE COUP. Excel, cond. thru
out. Must sell immediately. All reasonneers.
able offers considered. Call 287-7445.
TOMORROW
’66 S1MCA 1000. 4-Dr. good cond., 33
rn o.g. must sell $650 or BEST OFFER.
Speaker, 10:30
289.9669.
unhum Room. Bernattlo Garcia- 295.9898 or
Pandavenes will lecture on Az- ’60 MGA. Wire Whls., disc Irks. ’63
1800 MGB Eng, dependable, very clean.
tec-Maya Culture.
$575 cash or trade for bike. See at 275
Anthropology Club, 12:30 p.m., N. 5th or call Gary, 293-0755.
CU. Costanoan Room. Field trip
MOTORCYCLE: ’61 JAWA 250 cc.
to be planned.
Good
6
$175.00. Call 968-6500
a dcoodition.
Occupational Therapy (0.T.)
p.m.
Club, 5 to 7 p.m., HB 301. Pot- 1969 OPEL KADETT RALLYE 4 sod. 102
luck dinner with signup sheets ho/with all equipment. 14,000 miles,
$1850. Call Ray. 257.9537.
there. Guest speakers.
Hawaiian Club, 7 p.m., Ed. 238. ’66 JEEP WAG. 4-W Dr. V-8 327
Special meeting to hear progress 3 -speed, Hurst shift, temp, oil go. Cleo-.
5.Hi way tires. $1300.00 Call O.K. 248.
reports.
C,676
Young Democrats, 7 p.m., StuTRADE
’66 A.M. SPRITE in good condiGuest
chambers.
Council
dent
tion for ’60-46 Ford, Chevy, or Dodge
speaker and planning for Sacra- Van, Contact Russ, 3I8B 375 S. 9th West
mento trip.
Hall. 287-3481.
Angel Flight, 7:30 p.m., MID Third ’68 VW FASTBACK with fuel injection,
floor Orderly Room. Pledges AM -FM radio, WW tires, top condition
should meet at 7 p.m., members only 17,000 mi. Call 293-3431 eves.
at 7:30.
RAMS. ’64, Classic 770, V-8, 2 dr. P.S.,
Financial management Associa- R8,H. good white wells, 1 owner, motor
overhauled.
Offer 266-9553.
tion, 7:30 p.m., Blitm’s Restaurant, Town & Country Village. ’66 11000 FIAT Sta. Wgn., 4 speed,
Charles Vincent, asst, regional $650 (below blue book) 293-4694 anytime or 593-8868 evenings.
of the General Account1961 PORSCHE Super Coupe. Recent
ing Office, to speak.
complete engine overhaul. Paint, upholstery in great shape. 377-8525 after 5.

SLACK

FOR SALE 131

SALE

SURPLUS - G.I. and COMMERCIAL
field jackets, pea coats, bell bott, pants,
clothing, polyfoam, camping supplies,
back packing gear, boots. BARGAIN
CITY, 260 N. 1st St. Hours: 9-6, Closed
Sundays. 287-3942.

$18.95 Slacks.

$ 946

$22.95 Slacks.

$1146

$27.50 Slacks.

$1375
$1625

$32.50 Slacks.

Limited Time Only
list

retott ’Nieto. *totem ..

wstOUNT ON All MERCHANDis
Thev certainly make shwa, Folks’ airtight."
34RUGH
AT SATHER GATE
UMIVIRSITY Moss Snort
Est. 1927

RECORD St TAPE SALE! I have connections with e wholesaler and can supply all the current LP records & tapes
at a 40% discount. All $5.00 LP’s sell
for $3.06; $6.00 LP’s for $3.62, ore. All
sales are on a special order basis. Place
your order by Tues., pick-up Fri. of the
same week. Hours 8:00 a.m. to 1200
mid. 8.4-5. Cell & place an order. 2980700: Ron - 12th St. it’s legit.
U.S. SURPLUS: Field Jackets, Combat
Boo’s, Bell Bottom Pants, Navy Pea Coats,
Hippie Fashions: Furs, Leather Vest and
Hats. Fur Coats, London Bobbie Capes
& many other goodies. Jack and Pat’s
3rd Hand Store, 375 E. Hedding between 8th & 9th St. 293-4651.
SLIGHTLY USED WEDDING RING SET
(3 months). Cost $400; will sell $200.
253-6395.
PRIVATE PARKING 1/2 block from campus. Contact manager. $9 a month. 44
So. 8th Street, 286.5359.
SPEAKERS -Price: $110. Call
after 9 p.m. 294-4185.
FOLK GUITAR, ARIA w ’,as. sncr,, cr.
575. 295-0684.

Ice. L’erful room available.
e’ _rates. Inquire at 406 So. 11th.
GiRLS: Houses available. Will accom.
late groups of 4, 6, end 7. Inquire at
’s Sc. lth.

Como,

BELL & HOWELL 16

BDRM. 1,1rn. apt. 1 blk to campus.
WORLD.
’
’0 29 3788
-en 10 V
I4EW FACULTY MEMBER wants to rent
469 E. S.,
.
1
hc-se or apt. starting
Sept. Write A. B. Tucker, 707 16th,
ACOUSTIC GUITAR, Guild 0-20
Ames, Iowa.
-ens’) action. $100.
Cr,d:t
I OR 2 FEMALES to share nice 2 bdrm.
287.3481. Rm. 10I4C West Hall-Les.
modern apt. on I0th St. 2 bilis. from
Call 287-4126.
SJS.
’ HELP WANTED t41
FEMALE roommate needed. Prof. Sr. or
SALE. Ice Cream, Soft Drink vending Grad. 2 bdrrn, furn, apt. $37.50/mo.
_
route. Part or full time. Must he, 754 1635.
drivers license. We train. Mr. Edwards SR. OR GRAD STUDENT, rrn, available
358 No. Montsomery 9.11 em, 297-427,"
. no rm. fac., share util.
INSIDE SALES - men, good sa1,:ry. ’it 167 E. St. John, 295-6869.
Start today. 22 hrs. a week. Wok until
summer. Apply 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 210 S.
LOST AND FOUND 161
1st St. Rm. 207.
GREAT

s.

BOOKS
r .

WESTERN

SHOE SALES-Eiiperience & Ref. pre.
ferred. Strike conditions exist. HAROLDS,
74 So. 1st St.
OPPORTUNITY, speretime, addressing
envelopes ard circulars! Make $27.00
per thouseind. Handwritten or typed, in
your home. Send just $2. for INSTRUCTIONS plus LIST OF FIRMS using ad
dressers, Satisfaction Guaranteed! B&V
ENTERPRISES, Dept. 3.58, PO Box 1056,
YLns L
I 97399,
LT. HOUSEKEEPING & Companion for
tsr is, on and board and
0. tor rn,
salary. Christian preferred. 353-2019
after 6.
ALFIE Friday, April 17, Morris Dailey. 7
and 10 p.m. 50c.
COUPLE NEEDED to manage apt. house.
Call after 1 p.m.. 286-2250.

for new International
Student Identity Card
SOFA c/o VIC
13509 Ventura Blvd.
Sherman Oaks, Cal. 91403
(213)

872-2283

GOT IT?

HOUSING (SI

,

7

EXPERIENCED TYPIST, Accurate, Fast.
Can edit. 5 miles from campus. Mrs. Aslaniari-298-4104.
FOUND THAT SPECIAL someone yeti
Distinctive wedding invitations by Robert
Hall, 440 W. Taylor, S.J. 298-2301.
ATTENTION GIRLS,
r
n’o -Jocl
OUTSTANDING TYPING - Selectric.
Term Papers, reports, manuscripts. V.
ous $54.75 me. 221 7325.
Barker, 294-0076. Weekdays only 8-6.
FEM. ROOMMATE WANTED - Fall EXPERIENCED TYPING - ELECTRIC
sem. Furn. 1 bdrm apt. 2 blocks born Master’s - Reports - Dissertations.
campus. With carpet, pool, lndyroom. Marianne Temberg, 1924 Harris Ave.
t45 me. 293,)49, As’, for
Csll 371-0395. San Jose.
. .

FEMALE ROOMMATE
cern apt

3
4
5
6

lines
lines
lines
linos

Add this
amount for
each add’
tonal line

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPUS

Come to:
Classified Adv.
Office -J206

I I - I - 1:30-3:30

9:30-10:30 - 2-4
Send in handy order blank
Enclose cash or check.
Make check out to Spartan
Daily Classifieds.
Phone 294-6414, Ext, 2465

’IF You
YOU

THINK NW SXAM
175,RI TAKING THOSE

ARE "ibuai-1 - WAIT UN11L.
ARMY GIVE. ii
No refunds on cancelled ads Print your ad here:
(Count approximately 33 letters ..nd spaces for each line)

One day

Two days

Thres days

Four days

Flys days

1.50
2.00
2.50
3.00

2.00
2.50
3.00
3.50

2.25
2.75
3.25
3.75

2.40
2.90
3.40
3.90

2.50
3.00
3.50
4:00

’so

.50

.50

.50

.50

Announcements (1)
Automotive (2)
0 For Sal. (3)

an ad:

TUES.-THURS.

CHECK A CLASSIFICATION
ID
D

To Place

,,lare a mod.,

CLASSIFIED RATES
Three Ones
One day

GENERAL ELECTRIC APPLIANCES FOR
OVERSEAS USE. 220 Volt - 50 cycle.
Factory Mfg. major and small appliances
Allied Export Distributors, 522 Merchant
5,6et, S.F. 94111,
AUTO INSURANCE as low as $109 ow
tear for married, good students. Aloe
excellent savings for single men over 21.
all George Campbell 244-9600.
MOTORCYCLE INSURANCE - Annual
liability rates. 100 cc/$28, 300 cr./$31,
450 cc/$45. Call Mr. Neal, 241-3900.
BEAT INFLATION - Make fine wino
and other quart,’ beverages at home.
Malt products. SJ HOME BOTTLER. 309
STOCKTON. 2-6 p.m. 287-0370.

BICYCLE REPAIRING. Reaeonablo
rates. 48 hour service. Call Mark or Jim
after 4:00. 295-9455.
FIND your perfect match. $2. Gown
Dating Service. 289-9466.
STEREO RENTALS-portable or console.
Call Esche’s, 251-2598.
FREELANCE PHOTOGRAPH? for any
Purpose including environmental portraits,
model composites, weddings, art
SLIDE RULE FOUND BY LIBRARY. Returned upon identification and payment pictures. Call Rich Kelso 286-1139,
Ion ad. lower Hall 206A.
TIZANSYORIA110h
LOST - Ger. Shorthair pup, 3 mon.
Brown & white. Lost around college area.
CHARTER FLIGHTS TO EUROPE, $169
Please phone 287-6761 if found.
one way-$289 round trip. Japan, $310.
Contact Prof. Mage, 293-1033.
PERSONALS In
EUROPE - ISRAEL TRAVEL DM.
COUNTS available to holders of the
ALFIE Friday, April 17, Morris Dailey. 7 international student identify car/. For
and 10 p.m. 500.
info, regarding travel discounts and perSTUDIES GOT YOU DOWN? Call "Dial chase of card, CONTACT: Interneticosel
Peace of Mind" 294-3333. 3 -minute re- Student Club of America, 11687 San
Vicente Blvd. *4, L.A. Calif.90044.
cording, day and night.
(213) 843-5669. Or campus rep.: Fred
LIVING INSURANCE. Reasonable rates Black, 2536 Regent, Berkeley. (415) 84)for students, faculty. 295-4949.
1857.
MOUTHCould you be the source of my con 0-ant confusion and complete mental
-CR.
inslability7

FANTASTIC! 470 Luxury apts. Now takSERVICES 181
ing applic. for summer & fall. VERY
low summer rates. Call Bobbi or Steve
470 So. 11th St.
TYPING - thesis, term papers, etc.,
1 BDRM. furn. apt. 1 blk. to campus n’tperienced end fast. Phone 269-8674.
Ave I. 5-1.70. 297-3788.
AUTO INSURANCE -- Annual Liability
Rates - Married or Single Age 24 end
ROOM for rent $50/mo. 657 So. Sixth.
up $93. Married age 19 to 23 $147. Mr.
3 blocks So, of campus, Call 292-9763, Toll 241-3900.
2.6 p.m.
STUDENT TYPING In my home. Fast, Ac.
1 BDR)A. furn. w/w carpet. 545 So. 9th curate, Minor Editing. Mrs. Baxter. Aorm
St. or call 294:,5744.
244-6581.
CABIN! I’’, ,1 wanted to share cabin RENT A TV OR STEREO OR TAPE
RECORDER: Free Service. No contract
’ Carin - 867-1721.
Fme Delivery in 5.3. Cell Esche’s 251
GIRL WANTED
la_7
25i8.

minimum

SAN JOSE
125 SOUTH FOURTH ST.
OPEN MON AND TNURS EVES

\At’:

-ress
FOR SALE - lace W,au
,ever worn - ste 11.12, must
under. 295.4464 erect Wo

manager

Finely tailored better dres,
slacks now at 1/2 price.
Choose from new spring
arrivals in dacron & wool,
all wool & tropical blends.

1560 North First Street
286-8800
San Jose

Christian Science
The Christian Science Organization will hold l its meetina
tomorrow at 7 p.m. in Memorial
Chapel. MI Christian Scientists
and any other interested students
are invited to attend.

GET IT!
Student Overseas Flights
fur Ameriearui-Applicatiou

Spartan Daily Classifieds

5ce,
A

BOB HINISL VOLKSWAGEN

has done extensive study on ancient Mexican literature.
The lecture is free, and students are encouraged to attend.

Bernardo Garria-ln
literature teacher at Melt College, will speak on Aztec and
Maya literature Thursday at
10:30 in the Umunhiun Room of
the College Union.
The Chicano lecturer will he
the guest of Rose Higashi’s Chi(ano English 1B class. Pandavent’s stun’ d at Mexico Universities for five years and is one of
.; ,- - rs who
the few American

Acting 1’m:orient Hobert &LIMO
announced Monday during the
meeting of Academic Council that
Ralph Nader will be the guest
speaker at the June 5 SJS gratin a t ion ceremonies.
Nader has been instrumental in
recent years for sponsoring legislation protecting the American
consumer from the faults of
American industry.

a.m., cu. Um-

j9eiveter
287-4159
157 So. 1st

CONTROL DATA

Aztcc, Map Literatu;e Lecture Topic

Nader To Present -a’
Graduation Address

fl Help Wanted (4)
0 Housing (5)
0 Lest and Found (6)

I -I Personals (7)
ID Services (8)
P Transportation (9)

Print Name

For

Address

Enclosed Is $

City

_

_

Phone

SEND CHECK, MONEY ORDER, OR CASH TO: SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
SAN JOSE STATE COLLEGE, CALIF.
95114
Please allow 2 days after placing tor ad le appear.

Day,

11

